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The DaytDn Area Speleological Society issues the
JOHN HOUSE NEWS as a monthly publication of society
activities and of member compositions I illustrative
photographic, orexI'~sitory.All
such compositions
are the property of the authors and are published in
the JHN with their permission.
Opinions expressed in
articles published herein do not neGessarily reflect the.
views or policies of DASS.Members
having compositions
for inclusion in future issues should forward same to
Bob Warner, 2425 W. Alex-Bell Rd., Dayton, Ohio,
45459. The contents are copyright c1976, by the
JOHN HOUSE ~~WS with all rights reserved.
Nothing
may be reprinted in whole or in part without
written permission.
DASS is an internal organization of the
National Speleological Society however NSS membership
is not necessary for membership in DASS. Membership
entitles one access to all sponsored activities of
the society including the monthly meetings, social
outings, and cave trips. Members also receive the
JOHN HOUSE NEWS. Dues are four dollars per year and
should be paid to the DASS Treasurer, Wayne Kern,
(make check payable to him), 822 Althea 'Drive,
Miamisburg, Ohio, 45342.
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December Meeting
The December meeting will be held at the apartment of Bob Warner on Thursday,
the second at seven P.M. A forty minute movie will be shown, titled "This land,"
depicting the development of the North American continent from Pre-Cambrian times to
the comi~g of man. In addition food and drink will be provided.
(See map below for
directions) .
Cover
This months cover shows Ralph Ewers studying a map of Coral Cave. This picture
was taken several years ago on the only Coral-Colliers connection trip. Photo by
Bob Ttlarner.
Miscellaneous
Larry Simpson received a card from John and Pat Agnew last month. Accor~ing
to Larry, John has resorted to reading old JHN's.as a substitute for his crave for
cave. By the way the Agnew's address is 1466 N. Haverhill Road, West Palm Beach,
Florida, 33409.
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JOHN HOUSE NEvIS
Wolf River Adventures

Vol. S, No. 12'
by John Agnew

on the "night of September 18th, Greg and Hary Kalmbauch picked me up in"
Cincinnati, and we 'headed towards Pulaski C~'.:and what was to be one of my most
memorable cave trips.
Vie arrived at Squalid Manor around 2 .AMto find' Paul. "cavemart" Unger collapsed
on the couch, open book in lap, glasses fall~ng off his face, and a bottle of J,H. on
the floor. The"Kalmbauchswere
so impressed with Sq'ualid that they slept in 'sbE'lir
van. The next day I met the Simpsons at Sloi,LIr's
Valley, ,and headed off with il"Jenl to
the hills of Fentress Co'., Tennessee.,
,
In stark contrast to the bust-ass trip required to reach the entrance of re~ote
Zarathustra Cave, Wolf Riv~r has a convenient parking lot located about 30 feet from
the entrance.
rave Socky, and rave Velcry(?) of 'Cleveland had arrived at the cave
earlier that day, and were already deep inside photographing some or the, newly dis-,
covered sectidhs,'Louis'and
Barb, Andy Carolin, and myself were to meet them in'the
cave and begin. the survey~of the scoop made on the last trip. Lou and Barb 'were
obviously psyched and everyone got their gear together in a hurry. In anticipation
of the huge trunks'I had heard about, I fired up my super-light, a Coleman doublemantle lantern; .and' we headed into the entrance.
.,
'The entrance is a ~paci~us stoopway about twenty feet wide with a:l~rge,stream
flowing out.;The
stoop opened up after about'100 feet into a large.breakdown ~hamber.
We climbed up a well-worn path over the breakdown, which was to set,the pace for the
day. It seems that on the entire trip all we did was scramble over breakdown. 'Lou
and Barb seemed amazed at the amount of light put out bY-my super-lantern, and
remarked that it was the first time they had really seen the cave. The large passages
seemodto
swallow up the f~eble light put o~t by their puny carbide lights.
F~r .thefirst few thousand feet we more or less followed the stream, whtch
meandered back and forth acrGsshuge'breakdow~
rooms. Evidence of, visits by thelocalf;
was everywhere, with the usual graffiti adorning the walls and several lengths,Dfyary:
and fishing line strewn ,along the passage floor •. However, ,the graffiti became less
and less common the further we werit~'and seemed to end at the first major .l'!-urd
,filter
the Towering Inferno. This 'place is just as ominous as it sounds. An extremelyl~rgj
dome, with an upper ehtra'rice(somewhere out: of 'sight), this room collects a lot of hot
air and dense fog which originated its name. To pass through the room you have to
climbupa
series of steep mud:slopes for about 'forty feet, and then stradle the'crE;st
of ahugebreakdowrislaband
inch your way up to a passage in the wall. Sitting o~
the crest of the slab I co~ld look down ,about fifty feet to the breakdown below, aUCl
straight 'up about fifty feet to 'the open'bottom of a canyon leading to the upper
entrance., 'Ilhen using this '~ntrance you have to chimney over the floorless canyon
which opens directly' into'the top of the Towering Infe~no., Feeling somewhat dizzy, I
made past these obsta~~es'to join Louis in the passage above. ,vie were now on a.level
about 100 feet above the entrance. "Staying more or less at this level.for awhile, we
traversed a series of 'small walkways and. one short crawlway known as "The Only CraW-I".
Beyond this point a caver can walk (or climb) for an unknown distance.
Imagine a dry
trunk about the diameter'of the Big Room in,Coral~ or the size, of Sloan's Big Passage.
This and other large passages in the cave have' inspired names such as "Tremendous
Trunk" and "Horrendous Trunk."
Our group was to proceed to the' end ,of the survey in
Horrendous Trunk and begin mapping.
vIe soon' caught ,up with ,the two raves from
Cleveland who were photographing a large r09m. ,Since they were unaware that we had
the superlightwith
us, Louis warned them :or oUr approach with a barely credible
version of "Here Comes th~ Sun". The light was 'greeted ,with echoeing"wows"
from
the distant darkness.
'
,
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We soon arrived at the last survey'station, and immediately began mapping the
huge stream trunk. With shots averaging around 95 feet we made rapid progress.
In
the distance we could hear a roar from the place where the entire stream plunged
about six feet from a chert bed into a narrow canyon., Beyond the waterfall the trunk
widened to an incredible 125 feet across and )0 or 40 feet high. The lantern made a
fantastic sight, illuminating the huge flat-floored passage. High on the right hand
wall was a 10" x 20' virgin lead, unfortunately protedted by an overhung lip of loose
fill and breakdown.
We surveyed along the walls of the giant passage for awhile, and
stopped for lunch before we met up with Dave and Dave who had been surveying towaTd
us from a point deeper into the cave. They had been mapping a large circular breakdown room which marked the end of the explored portions of the cave. We tied in the
two surveys here, mapping around some delicately balanced breakdown slabs of ominous
proportions.
Our day's work had put the map just over the four mile mark. We then
stored the survey gear in the middle of the room, and began the scoop!
Through a large opening in the wall of the room we entered a low, wide, dusty
room whose floor was covered with a profusion of strange gypsum "bubbles" about )-4
inches in diameter.
They resembled the snowballs of Mammoth, but upon closer
inspection, I found them to be hollow and egg-shell thin. Some even had a series of
concentric inner shells! Be~ond the Bubble Room we encountered an impressive fracture
zone with huge angular blocks protruding from fissures above us. Climbing down a
steep slope, we found ourselves in a huge section of stream trunk which had been
previously explored by Louis. This portion of the passage was over 50 feet in
diameter. We waded directly across the stream and climbed up a mud slope into a
virgin passage about 15 feet high andJO feet wide. The ceiling of this passage was
stained a brilliant orange by iron oxides. Running quickly through this passage we
found ourselves in a rectangular, flat-floored room 50 feet in diameter and 100 feet
long. In the floor of this room we found a small hole which contained three rather
cold and wet bats who were apParently trapped. We rescued two of them easily, but
the third proved to be a~little more difficult to reach. Always prepared for
emergencies, Louis whipped out his trusty pliars and pulled the screeching bat out
by his nose. Insulted but safe, the bats were left to dry out on the cave floor.
What puzzled me was the incredibly bad luck of the bats, who had fallen into the
only in the floor of a room with over 5000 square feet of space. And then pondor
their amazingly good luck, being rescued in the nick of time by the first humans to
ever wander into the virgin room.
He found a high lead out of the Bat Extraction room which lead us to another
large sand-floored room. As I stood on a shelf overlooking the floor of the room I
was amazed to see a set of cat-like tracks about the size of my palm leading off
into the darkness! What made the sight really spooky was the knowledge that the
skeleton of a Pleistocene jaguar, a subspecies extinct for 10,000 years, had been
disoovered in another section of the cave. Had these tracks remained undisturbed in
the darkness for 10,000 years?
Avoiding the tracks, 'we continued in pursuit of more cave. Andy climbed up a
breakdown pile and disappeared into a small crevice.
"Does it open up, Andy?"
"tfu, yeah, it does open up a little."
We followed him through the crevice. and found oUrselves in a passage of
monstrous proportions.
We all went bananas at this point, and scrambled excitedly
over huge breakdown which rumbled ominously beneath o~ feet. I was thankful for the
lantern, without which we would surely have become lost in the black void. I think
that the legendary Toltec bat god, Zotzilihah, was rewarding us for our good deed.
According to Toltec legend, Zotzilihah is the protector of worthy human adventurers
who seek the path to the center of the earth.
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Ahead of us lay another breakdown barrier, but we easily found our way through,
into a colossal tension dome. This room was roughly circular with a flat ceil~ng
200 feet in diameter.
It contained a conical mound of breakdown with the ceiling
50 feet above its highest point. Tiny gypsum crystals sparkled like stars allover
the room, which lead me to suggest the name "Planetarium".
vie all laid down i11a
radial pattern and enjoyed the view as illuminated by the lantern. After a goad rest,
we spent about a half hour walking around the edge of the room, looking for a ~aY
to continue.
Louis found the way by falling into it. Climbing 60 feet down a very
unstable breakdown slope, we again encountered the stream, and waded upstream'~hrough
thigh-deep water in a 15 foot diameter tube. We found still another large room~ 'chis
one apparently the junction of sev~ral large passages.
As we were becoming somewhat
tired by this point, we decided not to push any leads under ten feet high. Following
the largest and most obvious route, walked through a series of large breakdown rooms
until we got too tired to continue. Dave Velcry went on for awhile as the rest of us
rested. He returned after about 20 minutes to report that the passage continued,
huge as ever. Our weariness was beginning to overcome our scoop fever, and we
finally decided to begin the long 'march back to the entrance.
I had estimated that the lantern, fully charged, would give about 8 hours of
light. We had been in the cave over seven hours, and the entrance was a good two
bust-ass hours away. ~e were somewhat paranoid about finding' our way through the
huge rooms without the lantern. However, using the stream as a retur~ route, we
avoided the treacherous upper level. Ue even saw some more virgin cave by completing
the loop between the newly discovered route and the end of the previously explored '.
section of stream passage. Although wading over submerged breakdown was ,pretty weird,
it was really much easier than climbing over the giant unstable piles in the upper
level.
'
The trip out seemed endless. All the way back I feared the lantern would die at
any moment. Although I had plenty of other light sources, I had come to rely upon
the warmth and brilliance of the lantern. A few thousand feet from the entrance,
the passage became foggy and smelled of green plants. The outside temperature had
apparently dropped below that of the cave s interior, and the entrance, which
,normally expells air in warm weather, was now sucking it in. This gave the
continuing illusion that the entrance was just around the corner. My weary legs
were disappointed countless times.
We eventually reached the entrance at almost exactly midnite, after a 'ten hour
walk through the cave. The amazing lantern was still burning, and continued to do
so while everyone changed and stowed their gear. Just as I was about to pack the
lantern away, it ran out of gas and died on its own! Once again I had the odd feeling that Zotzilihah was watching out, for us.
After a grueling 55 mile drive back to the fieldhouse we arrived at 2 AM and
feasted on beef stew and beer. Too tired to get drunk, we all retired to our bunks
and dreamt of darkness.
l
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[ .

The hollow is' wid~',,.
sometimes

steep, rocky, thicketted.

I roam freely looking'(for a spot
that needs to be inhabited
for a moment or two.
I stop, often as not,
resting, trying to be aware
,

"

of the woodland

sensa~ions.

Now and then, then and again,
I think outrageous,

unspeakable

thoughts

instead of paying attention.
A stampede of reckless
"I sometimes

imagination.

think

it is better not to think .
•• .Hush.
A leaf cluttered puddle
reflects autumn colors
and a sky bluer below than above
the treetops.
I am tangled and scratched
by green briar.

An old'adversary.

I tread vegetive

death~

the crackling quilt of leaves underfoot.
Bacteria digested,

miraculous

mulch

provides a warm womb for seedpods,
acorns and cockleburs,
and food for spring seedlings.
I remember •.•
One Thanksgiving

Day

I was so filled with wonder
.. ~'X

at this bountious

earth

that for a crazy momemt
I would have been content ,,':
to lie down in the ,loam

~.' .' .
'

..

" pa,ge
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and be burried by leaves
so that green things
could someday spring from me.
But the moment passed.
They always do.
I lie on moss,
my spine as close to the earth
as can be while I still see sky.
Leaves rattle ~nd sail,
a thousand fanning banners in the blue.
An acorn
,drops.
,
..
Already a small pale rootlet
is gradually

squeezing

seeking anchorage

through the shell,

in soil.

I think about love.
Should I speak of it?
The word sometimes

seems a curse,

leading to illusion~
setting friend against friend.
But there is something

more,

beyond that awesome word,
something

unpossessable,indomitable,

only acceptable.
Ive suffer most,' I think,
from the deviousness

of our own egos.

The woods are alive.
Squirrels

and chipmunks romp

and gnaw nuts.
Hoodpeckers

peck, picking termites

and grubs.
Grubworms

chew through acorns and hickory nuts.

It is time to move,
and I break the peace.
Creatures

hide, as I tramp.

I am isolated by my own noise.
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I head for higher ground
where' the sandstone

shows its face.
:;

.

The outcrop."is 'pocketed and pockmarked.
Here sof,ter sandstone has become eroded
leaving a ridges network of hard iron deposites.
On a smoother,

iron brown face

cliff dwelling mud daubers
have built fluted apartments.
In holes and overhangs;

foamflowers

grow,

and mosses and lichens.
Nearby are ferns and ~hick bushes of laural.
There are several springs
that seep from the rock and disappear.
The creekbed that winds through the hollow
is usually dry.

The bottomland

Hater does strange'things
It eats it.

is limestone.

to.limestone.

Water swallows limestone,.

as, the rock swallows water:

forming

Small gray birds,
orange crowned; dart about
in the trees overhead.
Some kind of warbler?
But. they do not warble,
A business-like

only cheet.'

conversation.

Thoughts:
Too often I try to merge
with my own dream images
but in the end only butt against
the stone wall of reality.
Each day we die and are reborn,
wiser only by what we have learned
from errors,
stronger

only ,by the, exercise

of our snuggle.
'page 9
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We can-only be aware of "what is
if we stop trying to make it what's not.
So let us stop for a moment
and abandon ourselves
to wonder, to the flow of joy.
A tall sq:uare rock
looks perfect for climbing.

I climb.

On top are clusters of reindeer moss.
There I find •••
A swift is still,
clinging to a lichenoUs limb, up-side-down.
The lizard stiffly lingers,
as if part of the branch.
He basks in"the late fall sunlight,
perhaps reluctant

to hibernate.

Only his eyes seem alive.
He stares at me--I stare at him---and

the sun in his eye.

His grey scales glint flecks of copper-gold.
Then I make sudden movement,
and in an amazingly

~uick scramble

the swift is gone.

a

While sitting beneath

tree,

a walking stick falls nearly into my lap.
It is olive and brown, about four inches long.
I play with the six legged stick-man awhile,
letting it saunter jauntily
up my arm, around my neck.
The sun lowers.
A crest of trees glows to the south.
Shadows stretch toward darkness.
Night creatures begin their rhythmic songs.
lfuich direction should I go?
vfuen I measure time I am seldom satisfied.
I am pulled by strivings,
repulsed by the inevitable

desires,
end.

My freedom is limited.
page 10
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I walk downhill toward man and machines.
We humans need each other •••
Alone, we realize our insignificance.
Succulent

green skeletons

of droopy leafed jewel weed
fill a clearing near the lower spring.
Their seeds have been ejected to the ground.
The plants are ready to die.
I walk a rutted road,
past Wind Cave, beside a pasture,
back to my car.
by

Riddle:
Can one find fulfillment
in emptiness?
Can one find strength
in letting go?
Can one find oneness
with nothingness?
lJith infinity?

Ans.
There is a mantra
on the back of a spider,
in the eye of a toad,
on the wing of a butterfly,
a vision of wonder.

t
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